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Abstract—This paper proposes a scalable on-chip packet switch
architecture, ACCLOUD-SWITCH, for hardware accelerated
cloud data centers. The proposed switch architecture adopts
architectural features from high-speed computer network and
network on chip (NoC) routers. ACCLOUD-SWITCH interconnects heterogeneous high-speed interfaces and is implemented on
FPGA. The switch fabric runs at line speed for scalability. We
propose a new work-conserving fabric arbiter that can allocate
bandwidth to input/output pairs by prioritizing the switch ports
and a new hybrid buffer structure for ports connected to
reconﬁgurable regions for more efﬁcient memory use. The switch
is implemented for Xilinx Zynq SoC device to work at 40 Gbps.
Our simulation results demonstrate the beneﬁts of the proposed
arbiter and the hybrid buffer structure.
Index Terms—hardware accelerated cloud data center, on-chip
switch, switch fabric arbitration.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Hardware Accelerated Cloud Data Centers (HACDC) offer
hardware accelerators (HA) as computing resources in addition
to memory, processor (CPU) and disk [1], [2]. To this end,
FPGA Accelerator Cards (FAC) can be installed in the servers
or FACs with an SoC processor can be directly connected to
the HACDC network. Multiple HAs can be instantiated on
partially Reconﬁgurable Regions (RR) on the same FPGA
[3]. Such organization requires high-speed data exchange
among FAC components and Quality of Service (QoS) support
for both satisfying the requirements of the applications and
enabling bandwidth allocation for the Virtual Machines [4].
In this paper, we propose ACCLOUD-SWITCH (ACcelerated CLOUD Switch) to interconnect the hardware modules on
the FAC including HAs, the SoC processor and 40Gbps Ethernet with the cloud server over PCIe. ACCLOUD-SWITCH
architecture complies with both high-speed computer network
and Network on Chip (NoC) routers. Different than previous
work, the QoS support is achieved without a decrease in
throughput with a novel work-conserving switch fabric arbiter
that we call CreditArbiteR (CAR). Furthermore ACCLOUDSWITCH features a new hybrid buffer organization speciﬁ978-1-7281-9486-8/20/$31.00 ©2020 IEEE

cally designed for the ports connected to RRs for efﬁcient
use of memory and a simple signal interface. ACCLOUDSWITCH is scalable as it operates at line speed with a fully
distributed architecture.
To the best of our knowledge there is no work in the
literature that is directly comparable to ACCLOUD-SWITCH.
Arbiters for computer network switches with performance
goals of maximizing the throughput and improving the latency
are proposed in [5]–[7]. [8], proposes bandwidth allocation to
connections in the expense of not fully utilizing the available
bandwidth. [9] suggests an on-chip router with a linked-list
based buffer management with a special register structure to
improve latency and throughput. A four-port switch implementation is evaluated with a soft simulator without a hardware
implementation. [10] proposes switching between wormhole
and virtual cut-through switching schemes at run-time. Fixed
prioritization is applied to certain packet types. The implementation is on Virtex-7 device resulting in a data rate less than
4 Gbps. [11] dynamically manages buffer memory allocated
to each port for better utilization. However, the packets are
in a FIFO and it is difﬁcult to compute the memory amount
when packet boundaries are not observed. They assume ﬁxed
size packets of 16 Bytes. [12] proposes a memory access
organization for efﬁcient BRAM use. The architecture and
the ﬂow control are strictly for NoC. The implementation
is on Zynq SoC with similar resource utilization to our
implementation in Section II.
II. ACCLOUD-SWITCH
A. Architecture
We consider an FPGA Accelerator Card (FAC) with two 40
Gbps Ethernet interfaces. These interfaces are implemented
as IP cores and interconnect the cloud server and the data
center network [13]. There are four Reconﬁgurable Regions
(RR) to implement hardware accelerators. There is an SoC
processor and a PCIe interface. Accordingly, the switch is
designed with N = 8 input/output lines with a line rate of 40
Gbps. ACCLOUD-SWITCH runs with 256 bit-payload ﬂits to
comply with the 40 Gbps Ethernet IP Core interface.
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Fig. 1 shows the block level design of ACCLOUD-SWITCH
with the detailed architecture for input port i and output port
j. Each input port i of ACCLOUD-SWITCH is connected to
the module Mod_i and has a dedicated Virtual Output Queue
(VOQ) VOQ_i_j for each output port j. If Mod_i is a HA, we
propose the hybrid buffer (HB) architecture as shown in Fig.
1. The HB at input port i consists of the FCFS Receiver Buffer
RecBuf_i between Mod_i and the VOQs. The HAs are
expected to communicate with a speciﬁc destination module
accordingly rather than uniformly distributed destinations.
Hence, the Receiver Buffer mostly serves as an extension
of the VOQ for the speciﬁc destination module resulting in
a better memory utilization compared to the dedicated VOQ
buffers as we demonstrate with our experimental evaluation in
Section II-B. The HA is custom designed and can be interfaced
with a single bit stop_i if RecBuf_i is full which is
a more scalable solution than distinct signals that show the
status of each VOQ_i_j. ACCLOUD-SWITCH inputs that
are connected to system interfaces such as Ethernet feature
pure VOQ buffers as they are more likely to communicate
with many destination modules and custom interfacing with
a single bit is not possible with standard IP cores such as
Ethernet. Switch Fabric is a crossbar.
We implement our novel work-conserving switch fabric
arbitration method that we call CreditArbiteR (CAR) and
Dual Round Robin (DRR) [6] for the Arbiter as a comparison basis. CAR achieves switching service differentiation and proportional bandwidth allocation for inputs and
outputs. CAR is a three step arbitration similar to [5]: 1)
inputs set Request(i, j) ← 1 if VOQ_i_j is not empty
(Ready[i][j]), 2) Arbiter selects a request and sets
Grant(i, j) ← 1 (i can be granted more than once), 3)
Arbiter selects a grant and marks i, j pair for the next
data transfer over the fabric. Arbitration is repeated until no
new connections can be made or M axIters is reached. CAR
works in parallel for input/output ports compatible with the
architecture in Fig 1. CAR achieves service differentiation by
prioritization of the granted inputs and accepted outputs. We
allocate each input i and output j GrantF ullCredit(i, j) and
AcceptF ullCredit(i, j) credits respectively in accordance
with the desired level of service for connection i, j from input
and outputs perspective. We
 deﬁne an arbitration round for
output j with TOU T,j =
 i GrantF ullCredit(i, j) and for
input i with TIN,i =
j AcceptF ullCredit(i, j) as cycles
where all j’s and i’s get prioritized respectively. Let the line
rate be C and desired bandwidth for connection (i, j) be
Bin,i (j) (for input) and Bout,j (i) (for output). Credits should
be selected using equations 1, 2 and 3.
CAR tracks the amount of service distribution received by
input i and output j during the arbitration round by state
variables GrantCredit(i, j) and AcceptCredit(i, j) which
are re-initialized with full credits each arbitration round and
decremented when (i, j) are connected. When credits are
depleted, the respective GrantP tr(j) or AcceptP tr(i) is
advanced to the next port to be prioritized. Ports with depleted
credits are still connected if there are no alternative matches,

thus maintaining the work conserving behaviour different than
[8]. We randomly select the next port to prioritize when
advancing the pointers for a proportionally fair distribution
of credits of unmatched ports.

j

Bin,i (j  ) = C, ∀i and



Bout,j (i ) = C, ∀j.

(1)

GrantF ullCredit(i, j)/TOU T,j = Bout,j (i)/C.

(2)

AcceptF ullCredit(i, j)/TIN,i = Bin,i (j)/C.

(3)

i

B. Implementation and Performance Evaluation
ACCLOUD-SWITCH is implemented for Xilinx XC7Z100
SoC running on single 156.25 MHz clock using Xilinx Vivado
2016.4. The selected SoC has available 277400 LUTs, 554800
FFs and 755 BRAMs (with 36 Kb capacity). CAR uses
approximately 24k LUTs, 45k FFs and 224 BRAMs. DRR
uses slightly less logic resources as expected at 20k LUTs
and 43k FFs where BRAM usage is the same and consistent
with the system architecture in Fig.1. The estimated power
consumption is around 0.7 Watts for both implementations.
We developed an event-based cycle-accurate simulator in
C++ language that models the implementation in Section
II-A to measure the performance of the developed switch
architecture and CAR fabric arbitration. We verify our simulator by repeating the DRR experiment in [6] that can be
seen in Fig.2 (a). Next, we implement CAR in our simulator
with an 8x8 switch with 40 Gbps line rate on all ports.
We demonstrate the service differentiation capability of CAR
with unlimited VOQs and without RecBuf_i under uniform
destination ports. 1% of the packets are 40 Bytes and the
remaining packets are 1500 Bytes as we assume that HAs will
produce streams of data. We set; Bout,j =8, 6, 4 and 2 Gbps
for ports 0-1, 2-3, 4-5 and 6-7. The respective CAR conﬁguration is ∀j, GrantF ullCredit(i, j) = [8, 8, 6, 6, 4, 4, 2, 2]
and ∀i, j, AcceptF ullCredit(i, j) = 2. Fig.2 (b) shows the
throughput of an output port j with CAR and DRR. Both
arbiters work with M axIters = 3 as we observe that CAR
achieves convergence with an average number of iterations
of 2.74 at 90% load. We observe that both CAR and DRR
are work conserving: throughput is equal to offered load until
100%, and very close to 40 Gbps (39.7 Gbps) after. Next,
we evaluate two service levels with Bout,j = Bin,i = 2 Gbps
(low) and Bout,j = Bin,i = 8 Gbps (high) under a hot-spot
destination scenario where all source ports contend to reach
four destination ports. The simulation results in Fig.2 (c)
show that CAR achieves proportional bandwidth allocation
is achieved while.the matching efﬁciency of arbitration is
affected from the non-uniform trafﬁc for DRR. We evaluate
the HB architecture with two RR ports contend to access
two outputs. All RR (port 0-3) are assigned a service level
Bin,i = 8 Gbps and the rest (port 4-7) Bin,i = 2 Gbps. Pure
VOQ and HB architecture both have 640 ﬂits of memory. The
HB has 60 ﬂits for each VOQ and 160 ﬂits for the shared
buffer in front. Fig.3 (a) shows the total throughput an input
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Fig. 1: ACCLOUD-SWITCH architecture.
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Fig. 2: Quality of service simulator experiments.
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Fig. 3: Hybrid architecture simulator experiments.
port achieves under this imbalanced loading scenario. Under
III. C ONCLUSION
low load, Pure VOQ and HB both stay in the allocated VOQ
This paper proposes ACCLOUD-SWITCH, an on-chip
memory for queuing. After 60% throughput, 80 ﬂits of VOQ switch architecture to interconnect the modules on the
memory of the Pure VOQ model are ﬁlled mostly and RRs FPGA Accelerator Card including Hardware Accelerators and
are blocked more frequently whereas the HB model continues 40 Gbps Ethernet interfaces. Our experiments show that
using the shared buffer region as an extension to its VOQs. At ACCLOUD-SWITCH achieves 40 Gbps throughput with line
95% load, (sent 40 · 0.95 = 38 Gbps), the HB model reaches speed operation while offering QoS thanks to our novel fabric
35.4 Gbps whereas the Pure VOQ model tops at 28.5 Gbps, arbiter and hybrid input buffer organization. The switch is
demonstrating the advantage of HB under expected trafﬁc implemented on the Zynq-7000 SoC XC7Z100 at 40 Gbps
patterns. Fig.3 (b) shows the buffering actions taken. Under line rate to demonstrate the resource use. As the next step of
Pure VOQ, at 65% load, 89% of the data are accepted to VOQs our research, the switch will be employed in an laboratory test
and 11% of the incoming data are blocked. In HB, 76.5% of bed with cloud servers and tested under real trafﬁc.
the data are accepted to VOQs, 23.3% are redirected to the
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